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Noblesse (Hangul: noblesse; RR: Nobeulleseu) is a webtoon written by Son Jeho and illustrated by Lee Kwangsu. Noblesse was first posted on Naver Webtoon on 30 December 2007, and has been ongoing ever since; it was among the first webtoons to receive an English translation at the launch of Line Webtoon in July 2014. It has been adapted into two original video animations in 2015 and 2016.

Noblesse (manhwa) - Wikipedia
The following is a list of manhwa (Hangul: manhu; English: ‘Korean comics’). List

List of manhwa - Wikipedia
Dieser Artikel beschäftigt sich mit dem Original-Manga; zu der gleichnamigen Anime-Fassung siehe One Piece (Anime).